
Soft planting gives new context to the famous 

concrete terraces of the National Theatre, London 
Author: Kendra WIison, a writer with an interest in garden style. 
Photographs: Marianne Majerus 

Tisi ting London's 
National Theatre 
has always been a 
rewarding experience, 
though finding the 

entrance could be a challenge. 
Anonymous walkways and stairways 
refused to offer clues, and on arriving 
in the warm, carpeted interior, there 
would be little desire to go out again, 
except to stand on a concrete 
balcony during the interval. 

Recently, the National Theatre has 
been reconfigured so that it is easily 
accessed from the riverfront, by 
people who may or may not be 
theatre-bound. In its midst is a 
remarkable terrace garden, open to 
everyone yet feeling almost secret 
Large planters of richly hued 
perennials and bulbs mingle with 
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NATIONAL 
THEATRE 
GARDEN 
Location: South 
Bank, London 
SEl 9PX. 
Size: 750sq m 
(900sq yd). 
Soll: blended 
sterilised loam. 
Age: two years. 
Summary: 
terrace with 
perennials, bulbs 
and grasses in 
raised beds. 
Open: 9.30am 
-llpm.
Designer: Sean
Walter of The
Plant Specialist.

grasses chosen by designer and owner 
of The Plant Specialist, Sean Walter. 
Every plant has a proven record 
against exposure and weather, yet 
there is nothing austere in their 
combined effect as they spill onto 
seating around raised beds. There are 
ladybirds everywhere, as well as bees 
from three rooftop hives. 

Softening edges 
The 1976 concrete building has had 
a mixed reception over the years, 
loathed by HRH the Prince of Wales 
yet loved by conservationist and Poet 
Laureate Sir John Betjeman As a back
drop to this lively garden (officially 
the Bank of America Merrill Lynch 
Terrace) the pale geometry shimmers, 
in a way that may have surprised 
even its architect, Sir Denys Lasdun. 

As Sean says, 'The idea was to create 
something that was naturalistic, in 
contrast to the lines of the building'. 

The project came about informally 
when Sean was talking to the former 
Executive Director of the National 
Theatre, Nick Starr. They discussed 
how the contentious building was in 
need of an injection of humanity, 
starting with a garden. Soon after, 
Sean was invited to contribute to 
the considerable turnaround of the 
National Theatre's fortunes. 

The theatre's public spaces were 
originally conceived as another type 
of theatre: people interacting with 
the drama of architecture In fact, 
visitors may have felt upstaged. 
Now, the newly planted terraces 
flatter the whole setting. While 
rustling grasses mitigate the sound 




